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Deletion Rules in Punjabi Language 
 

Abstract: This term paper is intended to cover some 
common deletion rules in Punjabi. It focuses on the Punjabi 
that is spoken in Lahore. The term paper starts with a 
description of deletion and some common deletions in some 
languages. Then it defines the methodology adopted in the 
paper. It then describes the rules one by one by first 
providing some examples and then presenting the rule as 
the conclusion. Discussion marks some common behaviors 
of Punjabi language. 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 

Sound change rules are present in all languages. 
One of the sound change rules is deletion that is depicted by 
many languages. In some languages it does not play an 
important role but many languages do have deletion as a 
very common rule. 

Punjabi is a vast language and is spoken by a large 
population of Pakistan. Though it is the primary language 
of Punjab, the Punjabi language spoken in different parts of 
Punjab is not the same. The rules are also different. For 
instance, Punjabi speakers in Lahore, Sargodha and 
Faisalabad have different speaking styles and 
pronunciation. However we can use the rules of one part to 
predict the behavior of other part. 

Punjabi language is also greatly influenced by 
Urdu. It has imported many words from Urdu. Many 
speakers with strong Urdu background tend to apply Urdu 
rules while speaking Punjabi. So there are variations among 
the speakers as well. In addition there are many rules that 
are familiar to the native speakers only. 

 
1.1 Deletion 

Deletion refers to the omission of a segment or 
sound. In cases a sound is so weekly articulated that it 
completely loses its acoustic significance. Deletion can be 
of a single feature, sound or a complete syllable. 

Many languages exhibit deletion. As given in [2], 
In English, 

I am changes to I’m with the deletion of a vowel 
Knight changes to night with the deletion of /k/ 
Knife changes to nife with the deletion of /k/ 
In German, 
wie geht es changes to wie geht’s meaning ‘how goes 
it’ with the deletion of a vowel 

 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Deletion is one of the basic voice change rules. 
Then what are the rules that govern these deletions in 
Punjabi? What are the environments when these are 
applied? The term paper looks to find the answer to these 
questions. 

 

3.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
We looked for any previous work on deletion rules 

in Punjabi but were unable to find any. In this paper we 
have tried to provide a set of standard rules for the deletion. 

 
4. METHODOLOGY 

We read some Punjabi magazines from various 
universities of Lahore. From these magazines we separated 
all those words in which any deletion was encountered. We 
confirmed all these words from the dictionaries and 
removed any conflicts in the pronunciation by referring to 
various speakers having Punjabi background. We classified 
the words according to the type of deletion and tried to 
figure out the similarities in the words. The rules were 
established on the basis of these similarities. Using the 
dictionaries we randomly selected more words to check 
whether all words follow the rules or not. Many of the 
words were also taken from the daily conversation. A group 
of words was then selected for each rule that covered 
maximum possible cases. A team of five students having 
Punjabi background was selected to speak these words. The 
recordings were done for single words not sentences. We 
derived our results from the collection of words from 
dictionaries. The recorded data was used to clear any 
possible doubts. 

 
4.1  Rule Specification 

The rules are shown using the technique of timing 
tiers (Auto-segmental phonology). In all rules, the left side 
of the rule indicates the sound before application of rule and 
the right side indicates the sound after the application of 
rule. The tiers are interpreted left to right. If the rule is 
related to a specific feature, the features are shown. In case 
the rule relates to a specific phoneme, rule is defined in 
terms of that phoneme. The words are given in first 
phonemic and then phonetic transcription and the deletion 
is highlighted. 
 
5. RULES 

A change in any sound is usually governed by a 
rule. Deletion is not much different. Based on the data 
collected we were able to find following rules of deletion in 
Punjabi. 

 
5.1 Rule 1 

In order to understand Rule 1, consider following 
data, 
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/bnda/  [ pnd] "nephew" 

/oo/  [ ko((]  "horse" 
/�(((((((I/ [ t�ərt�I ]  "land" 
/�(��/  [ tol ]  "drum" 
/��((�(/̃ [ t���i�̃]  "bush" 

/bʰɑrɑ/  [ pɑrɑ]  "heavy" 

/gʰət/  [ kət ]  "less" 

/d̪ʰeɑn/  [ t̪eɑn ]  "attention" 

/dʰit/  [ tit ]  "willful" 

/ʤʰəlɑ/  [ tʃəlɑ]  "idiot" 

 
From the data we can see that when an oral stop 

having features of voicing and aspiration appears in the 
beginning of word, it loses both its voicing and aspiration. 
In terms of auto-segmental phonology it can be shown as, 
 
[+Aspiration]                                 [-Aspiration] 
[+Voicing]                           [-Voicing] 
           
                               
   #    X                                             #    X  
 
 
[-Continuant]                   [-Continuant] 
 

Figure 1. Deletion rule 1 
 

We can see from the rule that Punjabi does not 
allow the combination of aspiration and voicing in the start 
of word and reacts to this combination by eliminating both 
properties. However its behavior is different in case voicing 
is not present. For example, 

 
/tʃʰɪt̪t̪ər/  [ tʃʰɪt̪t̪ər ]  "shoe” 
/t̪ʰɑ̃/  [ t̪ʰɑ̃ ]   "place” 
/tʰʊd/  [ tʰʊd ]    "stumble” 
/tʰɪgnɑ/  [ tʰɪgnɑ]  "of small size” 
/tʃʰəpɪnʤɑ/ [ tʃʰəpɪnʤɑ]  "fifty six” 

 
Examples show that the rule comes under 

consideration because of the combination of voicing and 
aspiration. 

 
5.2 Rule 2 

The second rule deals with the deletion of /h/. 
When /h/ occurs at the end of a word it gets deleted under 
the following rules. 
5.2.1. Case 1 

Before we discuss the rule in general, consider 
following data, 

 

/pərvɑh/  [ pərvɑ]  "care" 
/ʡoh/  [ ʡo ]  "he" 
/ʡæhh/  [ ʡæ ]  "this" 
/kih/  [ ki ]  "what" 
/sehh/  [ se ]  "porcupine" 
/kʰuh/  [ kʰu ]  "well" 
/kʰɔh/  [ kʰɔ]  "enmity" 

 
If the vowel preceding /h/ is a long vowel, /h/ gets 

deleted along with its timing tier. We can show it as, 
 
 v            h      v            h 

 
 
 X    X    X   #     X      X   X   # 
 

Figure 2. Deletion rule 2.1 
 

5.2.2. Case 2 
Looking at the deletion of /h/, consider some 

examples, 
 

/rɪʃt̪əh/  [ rɪʃt̪ɑ]  "relationship" 
/peɑləh/  [ peɑlɑ]  "bowl" 
/vəʤəh/  [ vəʤɑ]  "reason" 

/bənd̪əh/ [ bənd̪ɑ ] "person" 
/rəh/  [ rɑ ]  "way" 
/bevəh/  [ bevɑ ]  "widow" 
 

 From the examples we can see that if the vowel 
preceding /h/ is a short vowel, /h/ gets deleted and the 
vowel spreads to the tier previously occupied by /h/. This 
changes the short vowel into a long vowel. We can show it 
as, 

 
v      h     v         h 

 
 
 X    X   #     X        X   # 
 

Figure 3. Deletion rule 2.2 
 

We looked for the examples for all short vowels 
but only managed to find the examples for /ə/. However we 
expect all other vowels to behave the same according to this 
rule. According to the data collected the rule is fully 
applicable to /ə/. 

 
5.3 Rule 3 

For Rule 3, review following data, 
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/sohnɑ/  [ sonɑ]  "beautiful" 
/d̪ehɑt/  [ d̪eɑt ]  "village" 
/mənhus/ [ mənus ] "unlucky" 
/t̪ərhɑ̃/  [ t̪ərɑ̃]  "method" 
/ʤəhɑz/  [ ʤəɑz ]  "plane" 
/rəhe/  [ rəe ]  "stay" 
/ləhu/  [ ləu ]  "blood" 

 
In all these examples, /h/ occurs in the middle of a 

word. We see that if /h/ occurs in the middle of a word, it 
gets deleted along with its timing tier without affecting any 
other sound. Using the timing tier we can depict this rule as, 

 
h     h 

 
 
 X         X 

 
Figure 4. Deletion rule 3 

 
5.4 Rule  4 
 

Rule 4 is related to the behavior of Punjabi 
towards the combination of voicing and aspiration. 
Consider some examples, 

 
/ləbʰ/  [ ləb ]  "seek" 

/mʊʤʰ/  [ mʊʤ ]  "me" 

/ʡəd̪ʰ/  [ ʡəd ]̪  "half" 

/mʊdʰ/  [ mʊd ]  "root" 

/langʰ/  [ lang ]  "passing" 

/səmʤʰən/  [ səmʤən ] "understand" 

/məd̪ʰoʃ/ [ məd̪oʃ]  "senseless" 

/tʰəndʰɑ/ [ tʰəndɑ] "cool" 

/bəgʰiɑɽ/ [ bəgiɑɽ] "animal" 

/ləbʰnɑ/  [ ləbnɑ]  "to seek" 
 

From the date given we conclude that when any 
oral stop with features of voicing and aspiration occurs at 
the end of the word, it loses its aspiration but retains its 
voicing. Rule is as, 

 
 

     [+Aspiration]                 [-Aspiration] 
                            
                              
              X   #                                              X   # 
 

 
     [-Continuant]          [-Continuant] 
     [+Voicing]                                [+Voicing] 
 
Figure 5. Deletion rule 4.1 
 

Similarly, if an oral stop with features of voicing 
and aspiration occurs in the middle of a word, it loses its 
aspiration. We can show this as, 

 
     [+Aspiration]                 [-Aspiration] 
                            
                              
              X                                                   X 
 
 
     [-Continuant]          [-Continuant] 
     [+Voicing]                                [+Voicing] 

 
Figure 6. Deletion rule 4.2 

 
Unlike Rule 1, in this case only the aspiration of 

the sound is deleted. From Rule 2 and Rule 4 we may 
conclude that aspiration at the end of the word is not 
acceptable in any form. 

 
6. DISCUSSION 

Punjabi seems to follow the rule of simplicity. It 
tends to drop any sound or feature that complicates the 
speaking of a word. When spoken in isolation, some rules 
may be less effective but the rules become clearer when the 
words are spoken in a sentence with complete Punjabi flow.  

Every language expands over the time and imports 
words from various languages. One reason for deletion can 
be that a phoneme imported from another language either 
has no corresponding phone in Punjabi or is mapped on to 
some phone with similar property (/h/ to a vowel for 
instance). 
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APPENDIX 

The appendix consists of a list of words classified 
on the basis of the deletion rules. 

 
Words for Rule 1 

 
Phonemic 
Transcription 

Phonic 
Transcription 

Meaning 

/bʰɑʤi/ [ pɑʤi ] "curry” 
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/bʰɑg/ [ pɑg ] "luck” 

/bʰɑlu/ [ pɑlu ] "panda” 

/bʰət̪iʤɑ/ [ pət̪iʤɑ ] "nephew” 

/bʰəgoɽɑ/ [ pəgoɽɑ] "coward” 

/bʰɪndi/ [ pɪndi ] "lady finger” 

/bʰɑng/ [ pɑng ] “hemp” 

/ʤʰutən/ [ tʃutən ]  

/gʰænti/ [ kænti ] "bell” 

/gʰi/ [ ki ] “butter oil” 

/gʰungʰət/ [ kungət ] “veil” 

/bʰɑbʰi/ [ pɑbi ] "sister in 
law” 

/gʰotnɑ/ [ kotnɑ] "to grind" 

/gʰobi/ [ kobi ] "cabbage” 

/gʰəɽi/ [ kəɽi ] "watch” 

/dʰingri/ [ tingr i ] "branch of 
tree” 

/d̪ʰimi/ [ t̪imi ] "slow” 

/d̪ʰup/ [ t̪up ] "sunshine” 

/bʰɑre/ [ pɑre ] "heavy” 

/bʰʊʤe/ [ pʊʤe ] "roasted” 

/d̪ʰʊn/ [ t̪ʊn ] "tune" 

/gʰər/ [ kər ] "home” 

 
Words for Rule 2.1 
 

Phonemic 
Transcription 

Phonic 
Transcription 

Meaning 

/bəkvɑh/ [ bəkvɑ] “silly stuff” 

/pəʤɑh/ [ pəʤɑ] “fifty” 

/lɔh/ [ lɔ] “flame” 

/pərbɑh/ [ pərbɑ] 
“flow of 
water” 

/pərmoh/ [ pərmo ] 
“restlessness
” 

/pəgɑh/ [ pəgɑ] “warf” 

/pəlɑh/ [ pəlɑ] “bush” 

/pəvɑh/ [ pəvɑ] "path” 

/tʰoh/ [ tʰo ] “place” 

/pih/ [ pi ] “drink" 
 

Words for Rule 2.2 
 

Phonemic 
Transcription 

Phonic 
Transcription 

Meaning 

/hɪsəh/ [ hɪsɑ ] "part" 

/hɔsləh/ [ hɔslɑ ] "courage" 

/həmləh/ [ həmlɑ ] "attack" 

/xət̪rəh/ [ xət̪rɑ ] "danger" 

/həlkəh/ [ həlkɑ ] "zone" 

/fænsləh/ [ fænslɑ ] "decision" 

/xərtʃəh/ [ xərtʃɑ ] "expense" 

/xəsrəh/ [ xəsrɑ ] "a disease" 

/xʊt̪bəh/ [ xʊt̪bɑ ] " to address" 

/xəst̪əh/ [ xəst̪ɑ ] "crisp" 

/xʊlasəh/ [ xʊlasɑ ] "summary" 

/xæməh/ [ xæmɑ ] "tent" 
 

Words for Rule 3 
 

Phonemic 
Transcription 

Phonic 
Transcription 

Meaning 

/kɑhd̪e/ [kɑd̪e] "whose" 

/məhɑrət̪/ [məɑrət̪] "skill" 

/ʡɔhd̪e/ [ʡɔd̪e] "his" 

/sohne/ [sone] "cute" 

/ʤehɽɑ/ [ʤeɽɑ] "which" 

/ʃɑhi/ [ʃɑi] "royal" 

/rɑhi/ [rɑi] "traveler" 

/d̪ehɑɽ/ [d̪eɑɽ] "day" 
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/mæhsus/ [mæsus] "feel" 

/bɔht̪ɑ/ [bɔt̪ɑ] "very" 

/t̪əhrik/ [t̪ərik] "motivation" 

/rəhe/ [rəe] "stay" 

/bɔhət̪/ [bɔət̪] "very" 

/sehət̪/ [seət̪] "health" 

/tʃɑhnd̪e/ [tʃɑnd̪e] "will" 

/ʃæhr/ [ʃær] "city" 

/tʃɑhli/ [tʃɑli] "forty" 

/ræhn/ [ræn] "leave" 

/vehɽɑ/ [veɽɑ] "court" 

/bɑrhvɑ̃/ [bɑrvɑ̃] "twelfth" 

/bæh/ [bæ] "sit" 

/kehɽi/ [keɽi] "which" 

/væhʃi/ [væʃi] "wild" 
 

 
Words for Rule 4 

 
Phonemic 
Transcription 

Phonic 
Transcription Meaning 

/ʡʊləʤʰ/ [ ʡʊləʤ ] 
“entangleme
nt” 

/d̪ʊd̪ʰ/ [ d̪ʊd̪ ] "milk” 

/tʃəɽʰ/ [ tʃəɽ] "climb” 

/pəɽʰ/ [ pəɽ] "read” 

/vəd̪ʰ/ [ vəd̪ ] 
“move 
ahead” 

/ʡəd̪ʰi/ [ ʡəd̪I ] “half” 

/ʡɑgʰɑ̃/ [ ʡɑgɑ̃ ] “before” 

/pingʰɑ̃/ [ pingɑ̃ ] “swing” 

/məd̪ʰolən/ [ məd̪olən ] “crush” 

/gʰɑgʰrɑ/ [ kɑgrɑ] “petticoat” 

/bʊd̪ʰ/ [ bʊd̪ ] “wisdom” 

/bʊdʰ/ [ bʊd ] “old age” 

/bərɑd̪ʰ/ [ bərɑd̪ ] “misery” 

/bəsɑnd̪ʰ/ [ bəsɑnd̪ ] “stink” 

/bʊggʰ/ [ bʊgg ] “slogan” 

/bəlləbʰ/ [ bəlləb ] “beloved” 

/bəld̪ʰ/ [ bəld̪ ] “ox” 

/punʤʰ/ [ punʤ ] 
“cleanliness
” 

/bənd̪ʰ/ [ bənd̪ ] “barrage” 

/buʤʰ/ [ buʤ ] “wisdom” 

/bʊd̪ʰi/ [ bʊd̪I ] “wisdom” 

/pəngʰɑt/ [ pəngɑt ] 
“community 
well” 

/pəngʰuɽɑ/ [ pənguɽɑ] “cradle” 

/punʤʰi/ [ punʤi ] “clean” 
 


